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Abstrat
It has always been of researh as well as industrial interest to be able to produe
natural sounding speeh. This thesis projet attempts to nd aousti ues, whih
distinguish the four Mandarin tones: high, low, rising, and falling. Many studies
have been done on how the pith ontour hanges in Mandarin tones. In addition
to the pith ontour however, this projet attempts to nd other distinguishing ues,
speially by studying the hanges in the glottal waveform whih an be inferred from
the spetra. After generating a database of four native Beijing Mandarin speakers,
analysis on how the harmonis and the formant frequenies hange was onduted.
Spei fous was put in isolated as well as in-ontext \ba". Results show that
dierent tones indeed have pith-independent ues, and these might play a part in
enhaning their naturalness as well as distinguishability. A ommon tilt end eet
was also observed for all tones.
A KLSYN88 synthesizer was used to synthesize various Mandarin tones, and a
pereption test on the naturalness of these utteranes was taken by 10 native speakers.
A total of 15 stimuli, inluding the original and synthesized utteranes, were repeated
6 times, and played to the listeners. While the glottal waveform hanges, suh as tilt,
open quotient, and bandwidths, did not distinguish the four tones, they were able
to alter the voie quality within eah tone suh that a dierene was detetable to
the listeners. Results show that utteranes with an inreased tilt near the end were
rated the most natural, lose to the naturalness of the original version. The synthesis
method in dealing with the dierent durations in eah tone is also examined, and
suggestions for improvements are made.
Thesis Supervisor: Kenneth Noble Stevens
Title: Clarene J Lebel Professor Of Eletrial Engineering
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Chapter 1
Introdution
Muh study has been done on language learning, pereption and prodution. Chil-
dren from an early age learn to identify aousti ues in their language in order to
distinguish one word from another. By nding suh aousti ues through data anal-
ysis, one might eventually be able to synthesize natural sounding language and to
reognized the words in ontinuous speeh, as well as gain a deeper understanding of
human language pereption and prodution. In Mandarin Chinese, one of the aous-
ti attributes that distinguish between words is the time ourse of the fundamental
frequeny within the vowel. There are four dierent tones in Mandarin. The aim of
the present study is to haraterize the hanges in the waveform of the glottal vibra-
tion soure that aompany the hanges in the frequeny of vibration. By applying
these appropriate hanges in the glottal waveform for the dierent tones, I hope to be
able to synthesize tones that are more natural-sounding than tones that are generated
with a xed glottal waveform independent of the tone.
This hapter gives some bakground on Mandarin tones and speeh synthesizers.
It explains the soure-lter theory that is used for speeh prodution, and how the
Klatt synthesizer is used for synthesis.
Chapter 2 desribes the data olletion proess and explains the motivation behind
the type of data analysis that was onduted.
Chapter 3 gives a detailed aount of the analysis that was done on the data. It
explains the impliation of the results and shows how they an inuene the synthesis
15
proess.
Chapter 4 desribes the synthesis proess as well as the result of the pereption
test using the synthesized tones. It also disusses possible improvements for future
synthesis and analysis.
Chapter 5 gives some onlusion and disusses possible future diretions for re-
searh.
1.1 Bakground on Mandarin tones
Mandarin Chinese is a tonal language that is omprised of mainly four tones. The
hanges in tone, or pith, is a result of varying the fundamental frequeny (F0) of
voal-fold vibration. The fundamental frequeny refers to the the number of pulses
of air that omes through the glottis per seond. In other words, it tells how fast the
voal folds are opening and losing.
The four basi tones are high (Tone 1), rising (Tone 2), low (Tone 3), and falling
(Tone 4). The high and the low tones are referred to as stati pith targets, beause
F0 stays mostly onstant. In ontrast, Tone 2 and Tone 4 are referred to as dynami
pith targets [9℄. Figure 1-1 shows how F0 hanges with time for eah tone.
Syllables with dierent tones are represented by a dierent harater, whih has
its own meaning. However, there are many haraters that have exatly the same pro-
nuniation (same syllable, same tone), and the listener then must disern its meaning
from the ontext from whih it is heard.
1.2 Motivation
Many researhers have foused on tone hange in running speeh, and their o-
artiulation eets. This thesis attempts to nd other fators, aside from the funda-
mental frequeny, that hange within the glottal waveform for dierent tones. For
example, studies from the past show that the amplitude ontour as well as utterane
duration also serve as important aousti ues in Mandarin tones [8℄. Glottalization
16
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Figure 1-1: Pith ontour of the four Mandarin tones.
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during the middle of Tone 3 is another observation that is frequently made.
If one an indeed nd hanges in the voie quality that are harateristi of various
tones in Mandarin, one may onjeture that these dierenes might be additional lues
to the listener as to whih tone they are hearing. A speeh reognizer would look
for these ues, as well as the hange in F0, to identify a partiular tone. A speeh
synthesizer ould also enhane the naturalness of Mandarin tones by adding these
hanges in the voie quality.
1.3 Bakground on Speeh Model and Synthesis
One model that is used to analyze the prodution of speeh is alled the Soure-
Filter Model. This theory models the glottal waveform as a soure signal that is
ltered by the voal trat, modeled as an aousti tube [1℄. The spaing between
eah pulse in the glottal waveform indiates the fundamental frequeny or the pith
of the speaker's voie. In the frequeny domain, it ditates the spaing between the
harmonis. Dierene in the shape of the pulse gives dierent voie quality. The
voal trat is modeled as an all-pole system for most of the vowels, where the poles
are the natural frequenies of the voal trat resonator. Pairs of poles and zeros are
added for nasal onsonants, due to the extra resonator that is added when the nasal
avity is opened.
Currently, two of the three major synthesis methods are based on the soure
lter model, namely artiulatory synthesis and formant synthesis. The third popular
method is onatenative synthesis [5℄. Like the name suggests, onatenative synthesis
produes speeh by onatenating various reorded segments from a large database.
Artiulatory synthesis tries to model the tongue, the lips, and other artiulators,
produing a omplex transfer funtion that models the voal trat. Formant synthesis
bypasses this ompliated omputations of the artiulators and produes speeh by
hanging the formant frequenies and soure amplitudes of the voal trat model.
18
1.3.1 The Klatt Synthesizer
A KLSYN88 synthesizer [4℄ is used for speeh synthesis for this thesis. It produes
speeh by the formant method mentioned in Setion 1.3. By adjusting the available
parameters of the KLSYN88, suh as duration, turbulene noise, and formant fre-
quenies, et., one an try to imitate the glottal soure as well as the voal trat to
produe a natural sounding voie. One an also onatenate various speeh segments
produed by the synthesizer.
19
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Chapter 2
Database Generation
A database of utteranes in Mandarin, ontaining examples of the tones in isolation as
well as in ontexts was generated. Two female and two male native Beijing Mandarin
speakers were used to produe this database.
1
The four volunteers were asked to speak the syllables in Table 2.1 in isolation as
well as in ontext. The arrier phrase for the syllables in Chinese pinyin, is \Qing
shuo 'ba' zhe ge zi." It translates diretly to \Please say 'ba' this word." These
utteranes were repeated ve times, and were reorded on assette tape.
Syllables Used
ba pa da ta ga ka ma
ba pa da ta ga ka ma
ba pa da ta ga ka ma
ba pa da ta ga ka ma
Table 2.1: Syllables used for the database. The diaritis identify the four dierent
tones.
The taped voies were then digitized into the VAX mahine in the Speeh Com-
muniation Group. The sampling rate for the male voies was set at 10000 sam-
ples/seond. The female voies were sampled at 12500 samples/seond to ensure
enough bandwidth was given to inlude the fth formant for their voies.
1
Although most Chinese speakers speak Mandarin, many have aents whih originate from the
dialet of their ity. The southern ities, espeially, have dialets that deviate a lot from standard
Mandarin.
21
Assuming the voal trat keeps a onstant shape for the same vowel /a/ for dif-
ferent tones, any hanges in the spetra for the tones must then derive from some
hange in the glottal soure signal. This is the reason why only syllables with the
same vowel were reorded for omparison.
22
Chapter 3
Data Analysis
3.1 Measurement Proedures and Corretion
A DFT window of 25.6 ms was used for the female voies, and a window of 40 ms was
used for the male due to their lower fundamental frequeny.
1
Spetra at ve equally-
spaed moments in time of eah utterane were analyzed. Table 3.1 summarizes the
measurements taken for eah spetrum. Instead of looking at all ve repetitions of
the same utterane, only three repetitions of eah were examined. The remaining
two were reserved in ase extra information was needed. Analysis for this study was
restrited primarily to the syllable \Ba", both in isolation and in ontext. All seven
syllables were examined for male speaker 1 (M1). Figure 3-1 shows a spetrum of the
middle of vowel /a/, and the measurements are labeled.
Before manipulating the parameters taken from the spetra, H1 needed to be
adjusted. When the speakers were initially reorded in the sound-room, the lo-ut
lter was turned on on the mixer. As a onsequene, the amplitudes of the lower
frequenies (espeially those below 200 Hz) were dereased by the mixer. In order
to ompensate for this, a graph of the lo-ut harateristis of a typial mixer used
in the sound room was obtained. H1 was then ompensated with the amount that
was ut o by the mixer, depending on their frequeny. This ompensation usually
1
A wider window ensures that at least 2-3 glottal pulses t within the window when taking the
Fourier transform. This ensures a more aurate spetral representation of the glottal waveform.
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Measurements Explanation Units
Time Time in utterane ms
F0 Fundamental frequeny Hz
H1 Amplitude of rst harmoni dB
H1F Frequeny of rst harmoni Hz
H2 Amplitude of seond harmoni dB
H2F Frequeny of seond harmoni Hz
A1 Amplitude of rst formant dB
F1 Frequeny of rst formant Hz
A2 Amplitude of seond formant dB
F2 Frequeny of seond formant Hz
A3 Amplitude of third formant dB
F3 Frequeny of third formant Hz
Table 3.1: Measurements taken from eah spetrum
ranged from 5 dB to 0 dB. Due to the higher pith of the female voies, most of the
female data were not aeted by the lo-ut lter, with the exeption of the low Tone
3. Most of the male data had to be adjusted by a small amount.
H2 also had to be adjusted to aount for the inuene of the rst formant on the
glottal soure spetrum. For the vowel /a/, the seond harmoni an get quite lose
in frequeny to the loation of the rst formant, espeially when F0 is high. F1 thus
has a tendeny to raise the amplitude of the seond harmoni when the spetrum
of the glottal waveform is multiplied by the transfer funtion of the voal trat. In
order to get the real amplitude of the seond harmoni, equation 3.1 is used to nd
the amount H2 that needs to be subtrated from the measured value of H2.
H2 =
(F1)
2
(F1)
2
  (H2F )
2
(3.1)
From equation 3.1, one an see that one needs to subtrat more if the seond
harmoni lies loser to the rst formant. As a result, most of the H2 values for female
voies had to be adjusted, and there was very little hange for the male data.
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Figure 3-1: Spetrum with labeled measurements
3.2 Parameters Charaterizing Glottal Charater-
istis
Several parameters were derived from ombinations of the measurements listed in Ta-
ble 3.1. These parameters were seleted to haraterize various aspets of the glottal
waveform. Changes in these parameters throughout an utterane with a partiular
tone or from one tone to another an indiate possible hanges in the glottal wave-
form. In the analysis that follows, eah parameter is plotted as a funtion of the
fundamental frequeny for the ve points sampled in eah tone. Eah graph shows
four suh plots, one for eah tone.
3.2.1 Max(A1, A2), Relative Amplitude
Beause /a/ is a low bak vowel, the rst two formants are quite lose together. In
fat, a lot of the times, one an only see one large peak in the spetra. For this reason,
for the relative amplitude parameter, we looked for the higher of the two amplitudes
of formant 1 and 2. Figure 3-2 gives the plot of the relative amplitude of Tone 1 for
male speaker 1 (M1). Eah set of three points represents the values from the three
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repetitions. The line-onneted points are the averages for the ve sets of data. The
arrow shows the diretion in time.
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Figure 3-2: Max(A1,A2) vs. time, for Tone 1, for male speaker 1 (M1)
Figure 3-2 does not give any lues on how the amplitude is hanging as a funtion
of frequeny. Beause the purpose of this thesis is to nd hanges in the glottal
waveform, apart from F0, that aompany dierent tones, a more informative graph
is plotting the relative amplitude as a funtion of fundamental frequeny. If two
dierent tones have dierent values given the same frequeny, that dierene must
derive from the glottal waveform hanges other than F0. Figure 3-3 shows the graph
for M1. One should interpret this graph as a 3-D graph. The four urves represent
the four tones, and eah urve onnets the ve points in time. The arrow in the
urves represent the diretion of time. As one an see, Tone 4 falls in frequeny with
time, and Tone 2 rises. The vertial axis shows the relative amplitude.
From the graph, one an see that for this partiular speaker, Tone 4, 3, and 1 drop
in amplitude near the end of the utterane while the amplitude for Tone 2 remains
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Figure 3-3: Max(A1,A2) vs. F0, for male speaker 1 (M1)
relatively onstant. The data from the seond male speaker (M2) however, given in
Figure 3-4 shows a dierent pattern from M1's. While Tone 4 still falls in amplitude,
the other three tones seem to stay relatively onstant in amplitude.
In order to see whether there exists a pattern aross all four speakers, we had to
somehow be able to plot all four speakers on the same graph and make meaningful
omparisons. Beause the speakers had dierent sets of pith range, their F0 were all
linearly mapped to a range of 100 Hz to 200 Hz. For example, if the lowest F0 value
for a speaker is 80 Hz, and the highest is 130 Hz, then 80 Hz would map to 100 Hz,
and 130 Hz mapped to 200 Hz. All the values in between would be mapped to be
between 100 and 200 Hz by the same ratio. For eah of the ve snapshots in time, the
normalized F0 of the four speakers, as well as their orresponding parameter values,
were averaged and plotted
2
The plot of average amplitude vs. normalized frequeny
is shown in Figure 3-5. It shows, that on average, there is a derease in amplitude
2
Tone 3 in gure 3-5 is the average of the two male speakers and female speaker 1 (F1). The
seond female speaker's (M2) third tone is too glottalized in the middle of the utterane to be
analyzed.
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Figure 3-4: Max(A1,A2) vs. F0, for male speaker 2 (M2)
for all tones, espeially for Tone 4.
Tone 4 and 3's relative amplitude results math pretty well with previous re-
searh done on amplitude ontour dierenes in dierent tones [8℄, where a positive
orrelation was deteted between amplitude and F0 for Tone 2, 3, and 4.
3.3 Open Quotient
Beause dierenes in amplitude for various tones have been studied before [8℄, most
of this thesis fouses on the other glottal harateristis suh as the open quotient,
spetral tilt, and bandwidth of the formants. Greater formant bandwidths indiate
aousti loss due to inomplete glottal losure.
Open quotient (OQ) is the ratio of the open phase of the glottal yle to the total
glottal period. A typial number is 50 perent. Figure 3-6 shows the glottal volume
veloity vs. time plot that has an open quotient of approximately 60 perent. Notie
that there is an abrupt glottal losure. One an infer from the spetrum the relative
size of the open quotient from H1-H2 [2℄. The larger the open quotient, the more
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Figure 3-5: Max(A1,A2) vs. Normalized F0, Averaged over 4 speakers
the glottal waveform resembles a sine wave, whih results in a bigger rst harmoni.
Figure 3-7 shows H1-H2 vs. frequeny for female speaker 1. This graph shows that
an inrease in OQ near the end of Tone 4.
Time
Ug
Figure 3-6: Glottal volume veloity vs. Time
Another way to interpret the graph is to see that given the same frequeny, say
when F0 is 225 Hz, Tone 4 has a muh higher open quotient than that of Tone 2.
This shows that for the same F0, Tone 2 and Tone 4 have dierent voie qualities,
whih onrms that fat that for dierent tones, there are indeed dierenes in the
glottal waveform, at least for this speaker.
Figure 3-8 shows the open quotient plot for M2. Again, one sees that given the
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Figure 3-7: H1-H2 vs. F0, for female speaker 1 (F1)
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Figure 3-8: H1-H2 vs. F0, for male Speaker 2 (M2)
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Figure 3-9: H1-H2 vs. Normalized F0, Averaged over 4 Speakers
same frequeny of 110 Hz, Tone 2 and Tone 4 have dierent amounts of open quotient.
However, omparing Figures 3-8 and 3-7, one an see that although eah speaker has
dierent voie qualities for some tones, they do not follow the same pattern. When
H1-H2 is averaged over all speakers, and plotted on a normalized frequeny axis in
Figure 3-9, one an see that there does not seem to be any signiant dierenes in
open quotient for all four tones.
It seems that individual speakers do have dierent voie qualities for ertain tones,
and this dierene might serve as enhaning ues for the tones for partiular speakers.
However, on average, there does not seem to be a ross-speaker trend in open quotient
for the four Mandarin Tones.
3.4 Spetral Tilt
Spetral tilt refers to the amplitude of high frequeny omponents relative to the
low frequeny omponents in the glottal waveform. The spetral tilt is alulated by
H1-A3. The lower the third formant's spetrum prominene is ompared to the rst
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harmoni, the more tilt there is in the spetrum. In terms of the shape of the glottal
pulse, more spetral tilt means less abruptness in the losing of the glottis. Figure
3-10 shows a glottal waveform that has a less abrupt losure, thus more tilt in the
spetrum than that of Figure 3-6. This makes sense beause a less abrupt losure
orrelates to less high frequenies in the transform. A high spetral tilt gives voie a
more breathy texture.
Time
Ug
Figure 3-10: Glottal volume veloity vs. Time, with less abrupt losure
Figure 3-11 shows the plot of H1-A3 vs. frequeny for M1. One an see that Tone
1's spetral tilt inreases about 13 dB near the end of the utterane. Compared to
Tone 4 near the same frequeny, 135 Hz, Tone 4 has a smaller tilt. This indiates that
the end of Tone 1 has a more breathy voie quality than the beginning of Tone 4, even
though the two tones are at the same frequeny. Plots of the other three speakers
also show dierenes in breathiness for dierent tones at the same frequeny.
The average among all speakers for the spetral tilt is shown in Figure 3-12. One
an see that Tone 1, 2, and 4's tilt inrease about 5 dB near the last fth of the
utterane. This ould be a ommon tilt end eet and the pereption result will
show that this end eet seems to improve the pereption of naturalness. Figure 3-13
shows the average plot of H1-A3 for the isolated syllable \Ba". As one an see, the
tilt inreases near the end for all four tones, but by a smaller amount of 3 dB. For a
given frequeny, say at 180 Hz, while Tone 4 has a tilt of 11 dB, Tone 2's H1-A3 value
is 18 dB. Also, at 125 Hz, Tone 3's tilt is greater than that of Tone 4 by 5 dB. These
again show that dierent tones have dierent glottal harateristis independent of
frequeny.
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Figure 3-11: H1-A3 vs. F0, for male speaker 1 (M1)
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Figure 3-12: H1-A3 vs. Normalized F0, Averaged over 4 speakers
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Figure 3-13: H1-A3 vs. Normalized F0, Averaged over 4 speakers, Isolated
3.5 Bandwidth
Similar plots are made for H1-Min(A1,A2) against frequeny. The proximity of the
rst two formants for /a/ is the reason for the seletor funtion{ Min. This Min
funtion selets the formant that has the lower peak. The larger the dierene between
the rst harmoni peak and the formant peak, the greater the formant bandwidth.
If the glottis never loses ompletely, aousti energy is lost through the glottis,
resulting in higher bandwidth and a breathier voie quality. A glottal waveform that
has inomplete glottal losure is shown in Figure 3-14. Past researh also shows
a positive orrelation between amount of tilt and bandwidth [3℄. This makes sense,
beause more tilt indiates less abrupt glottal losure, whih also implies longer glottal
opening time that leads to more aousti loss.
Figure 3-15 shows H1-Min(A1,A2) averaged aross all speakers plotted against
normalized frequeny. Unlike that of open quotient, one an see that on average,
there is a dierene in voie quality among the 4 tones. At around 125 Hz, one sees
that Tone 4 has a greater bandwidth than the other tones at the same frequeny.
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Figure 3-14: Glottal volume veloity vs. Time, with inomplete losure
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Figure 3-15: H1-Min(A1,A2) vs. Normalized F0, Averaged over 4 speakers
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Figure 3-16: H1-Min(A1,A2) vs. Normalized F0, Averaged over 4 speakers, Isolated
Also, at around 160 Hz, Tone 2's bandwidth is also muh larger than Tone 4's. The
end of Tone 1 also beomes breathier than Tone 4 at the same frequeny of 190 Hz.
The same plot for the isolated /Ba/ is shown in Figure 3-16. One an see that
Tone 3, 4 and 2 all inrease in bandwidth towards the end, but only by 3 dB or so.
This inrease is also frequeny independent, i.e. dierent tones at the same frequeny
have dierent bandwidths.
3.6 Data Analysis Conlusion
From the data, we an onlude the following: Besides F0, individual speakers also
produe dierent tones with a dierent voie quality. However, there does not seem
to exist a ross-speaker pattern in terms of open quotient. Tone 4, 2 and 1 however,
seem to exhibit a greater bandwidth and tilt (more breathy voie) near the end of the
utterane. This suggests non-abruptness in the glottal losure as well as sub-glottal
aousti loss. Both syllables in ontext as well as in isolation support this observation.
The inrease in the tilt and bandwidth for the isolated syllables is about 2 dB less
36
than that of in-ontext.
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Chapter 4
Synthesis and Pereption Test
After the ompletion of data analysis, synthesis of the four tones of \Ba" was on-
duted in a ontrolled manner. Dierent versions of these synthesized tones, along
with some original utteranes, were then given to native subjets who gave ratings
on the naturalness of these stimuli.
4.1 Copy Synthesis of Tone 2
Using the Klatt synthesizer [4℄, Tone 2 from M1's rst repetition of Ba (in-ontext)
was opy synthesized. F0, the formant frequenies (F1-F5), and their bandwidths
(B1-B5), as well the overall amplitude (AV) were adjusted to math the spetrum
of the original. TL was set at a onstant value of 13 dB, and OQ was 40 perent.
When the opy-synthesized utterane (Ba2-s) was put bak into the arrier phrase,
it sounded almost indistinguishable from the original version. Figure 4-1 shows the
spetrogram of the original Tone 2, and Figure 4-2 shows the synthesized version. One
an see that the formant movements and their amplitudes are all approximately the
same. Setion 4.5 will also show the loseness of the two versions from the listeners'
ratings.
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Figure 4-1: Original Tone 2 from M1, in ontext
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Figure 4-2: Copy Synthesized Tone 2
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4.2 Synthesis of Tone 4
In order to see if F0 was the only glottal harateristi that distinguishes the four
tones, F0 in Ba2-s was hanged to that of a Tone 4, while everything else, exept for
amplitude was kept the same.
1
Comparing the resultant synthesized Tone 4 (Ba4-s)
with a original Tone 4, one ould hear a distint dierene in the voie quality. The
synthesized version sounded more mued. Comparing the two spetra, the original
Tone 4 had muh higher Q for all the formants, whih explained why the sound was
more bright than the original's. Figure 4-3 shows the spetrogram of the original
Tone 4, and Figure 4-4 shows the one that is synthesized by hanging F0 and AV
from Bas-2.
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Figure 4-3: Original Tone 4 from M1, in ontext
4.2.1 Synthesizing by TL
Three more versions of Tone 4 were synthesized, eah version diers from Ba4-s by one
time-varying parameter. The rst version started by hanging the spetral tilt (TL)
1
Amplitude also had to be adjusted beause Tone 4 was muh louder than Tone 2 in the data.
Also, beause Tone 4 is shorter in duration, amplitude of voiing was tapered near the end to imitate
that of the original.
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Figure 4-4: Synthesized Tone 4 from hanging F0 and AV of Ba2-s
of Ba4-s. The general pattern of TL was drawn in aordane with plots from the
data analysis of M1. Mainly, TL inreased near the end of the utterane by around
13 dB. Figure 4-5 shows the spetrogram of the Synthesized Tone 4 with adjustments
to TL.
4.2.2 Synthesizing by OQ
The seond version stared with Ba4-s, and instead of varying TL, OQ was drawn in
the shape of the H1-H2 plot from M1's original spetrum. One an see the Tone 4
urve from Figure 4-6, the open quotient dips by 6 dB by the fourth point in time,
and goes bak up by 6 dB or so near the end. In order to make the spetra math
better however, hanges in OQ in the synthesized tone 4 had to be exaggerated. For
example, instead of dipping by 6 dB, it was dereased by 16 dB so that H1-H2 would
math that of the original's value. Figure 4-7 shows the spetrogram.
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Figure 4-5: Tone 4, from hanging TL of Ba4-s
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Figure 4-6: H1-H2 vs. F0, for male speaker 1 (M1)
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Figure 4-7: Tone 4, from hanging OQ of Ba4-s
4.2.3 Synthesizing by Bandwidths, B1 and B2
A third version started with Ba4-s and altered the bandwidth of the rst and the
seond formant, while keeping everything else the same. The plot of H1-Min(A1,A2)
vs. frequeny for M1 was used as a referene for the hange. Figure 4-8 shows the
result.
4.2.4 Additional Tone 4 Synthesis
An additional synthesis of Tone 4 was onduted, but in a less ontrolled fashion.
Bandwidths of the rst, seond, and third formants were all altered. This was a
less ontrolled synthesis beause hanging the Q of F3 also aeted the tilt. The
reason this synthesis was attempted was beause when tilt itself was adjusted, a
omplete spetrum math ould not be aomplished; while H1-A3 mathed, the
bandwidths of the higher formants did not math that of the original. By adjusting
all three bandwidths, I was hoping for a loser spetrum math beause there were
more parameters that ould be adjusted. The spetrum is shown in Figure 4-9.
There was indeed a slight hange in the voie quality every time I varied a param-
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Figure 4-8: Tone 4, from hanging B1 and B2 of Ba4-s
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Figure 4-9: Tone 4, from hanging B1, B2, and B3 of Ba4-s
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eter. It appeared that hanging TL made Ba4-s ame losest to the original version.
Setion 4.5 will show the result of the pereption on the qualities of these synthesized
tones.
4.3 Synthesis of Tone 1
Similar steps were taken for the synthesis of several versions of Tone 1. The rst ver-
sion (ba1-s) was synthesized by hanging the F0 in Ba2-s to that of Tone 1. Amplitude
was also adjusted to soften near the end beause Tone 1 had a shorter duration than
Tone 2. Figure 4-11 shows the synthesized version, ompared to the original version
in Figure 4-10. These two Tone 1's sounded loser in quality than the orresponding
pair in Tone 4 mentioned above.
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Figure 4-10: Original Tone 1 from M1, in ontext
4.3.1 Synthesizing by TL
Again, three dierent sets of parameters were altered, produing three more versions
of Tone 1. Starting from ba1-s, spetral tilt (TL) was made into a time-varying
variable. From the plot of H1-A3 for M1, one an see that Tone 1 inreases in tilt by
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Figure 4-11: Synthesized Tone 1 from hanging F0 and AV of Ba2-s
14 dB near the end of the utterane. When this was implemented in the synthesized
version, the synthesized version still had a higher Q for B3. tilt was therefore inreased
by an additional 6 dB and the spetra seemed to math better. Figure 4-12 shows
the synthesized Ba1-TL with a time-varying TL parameter.
4.3.2 Synthesizing by OQ
Open quotient was used as the variable parameter for the synthesized Ba1-OQ (Figure
4-13). Now, the only dierenes between this version and the opy-synthesized Tone
2, were F0, amplitude and open quotient. One ould still detet a dierene in the
voie quality. Following plot of H1-H2 of M1, OQ was inrease by 6 dB towards
the end of the synthesized version. After adjusting the open quotient, I notied that
there was quite a bit of aspiration noise in the synthesized version, ompared to the
original, so AH was lowered by 20 dB to 15 dB.
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Figure 4-12: Tone 1, from hanging TL of Ba1-s
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Figure 4-13: Tone 1, from hanging OQ of Ba1-s
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4.3.3 Synthesizing by Bandwidths
The last synthesized version of Tone 1 was ahieved by altering the bandwidths of
the rst two formants. Beause the original Tone 1 sounded less mued than Tone
2,(though it was more mued than Tone 4) the bandwidths of the synthesized ver-
sion were dereased so the formant peaks would gain in amplitude. The plot of
H1-Min(A1,A2) indiates similar pattern. Figure 4-14 shows the synthesized spetro-
gram.
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Figure 4-14: Tone 1, from hanging B1 and B2 of Ba1-s
All four versions of the synthesized Tone 1 sounded dierent from that of the
original version. Eah hanged the voie quality by a little, and the parameter that
made the largest dierene was TL .
4.4 Synthesis of Tone 3
There was little suess in synthesizing Tone 3. The same method was employed{by
hanging F0 of the opy synthesized Tone 2 to that of a original Tone 3. The problem
was, Tone 3 was longer in duration than that of Tone 2, thus the formant transitions
ame in the middle of the utterane rather the end for the synthesized version, shown
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in Figure 4-16. The sound quality sounded disontinuous, thus extremely unnatural
ompared to the original version (Figure 4-15).
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Figure 4-15: Original Tone 3 from M1, in ontext
I did not attempt to hange the formant transitions beause keeping them on-
stant, among other parameters, was the fundamental idea behind this synthesis pro-
edure. If the formant frequenies hanged, then one an no longer assume the same
voal trat funtion for the four tones. This is another onrmation for the fat that
duration denitely helps in distinguishing the four tones.
Sine the formant frequenies transitions were too early, I did not attempt to
hange TL, OQ or the bandwidths, sine they probably would not have helped muh.
From data analysis, one an denitely see glottalization during Tone 3, espeially for
one of the female subjets. Further studies should be foused on the glottalization
and synthesis of Tone 3.
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Figure 4-16: Synthesized Tone 3 from hanging F0 and AV of Ba2-s
4.5 Pereption Test
4.5.1 Proedure
The last part of this projet was to run a pereption test on some native Mandarin
speakers. A total of 15 dierent stimuli, inluding the synthesized and original ver-
sions were given to the listeners. Eah was repeated 6 times, and randomized. They
were given to the listeners in two forms, one in isolation, and one in their arrier
phrase. The listeners rst listened to all the in-ontext phrases, and then the isolated
tones. During the test, they were given the Chinese haraters that would represent
the tone and the syllable (Ba) they would be hearing, and were asked to rank on a
sale of 1 to 5 (where 5 is the best) on the naturalness of that \ba". A total of 10
listeners took the test. Thus, there were 60 responses for eah stimulus.
4.5.2 Pereption Test Results
Eah listener graded the test with a dierent degree of harshness. Some gave sores in
the full range of 1 to 5. Others however, gave only 5's with a few 4's for the entire test.
This made it diÆult to draw meaningful onlusions from the standard deviation of
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the sores for eah stimulus. Most listeners ommented that the in-ontext phrases
all sounded very natural with the exeption of some Tone 3's. Many omplained that
the utteranes that were presented in the isolated forms sounded strange near the
end. This makes sense beause the original syllables were taken out of their arrier
phrases, and the synthesized ones were derived from the opy synthesized version of
an in-ontext Tone 2.
For the isolated \Ba" part of the pereption test, the originals for Tone 1 and
Tone 4 were judged to be the most unnatural within the tone. It is thus diÆult to
draw onlusions about how various parameters would improve the naturalness of the
synthesized vowels from the isolated results.
When omparing the in-ontext phrases, results show that the listeners ould tell
a slight dierene among the stimuli. Figure 4-17 to Figure 4-20 show the averaged
result for in-ontext Ba's. As one an see from the graphs, most of the sores are
pretty lose, with the exeption of Tone 3, where the synthesized version reeived
low marks for naturalness. The original versions reeived the highest sore within
eah tone. The tilt parameter seemed to improve the naturalness of the synthesized
versions the most. The other parameters had various eets depending on the tone.
However, the overall eets made by eah parameter seemed to be small.
Figures 4-21 to 4-24 plot the soring for one of the listeners who use a deently
wide range of sores. Her results are similar to the average results. while dierenes
in stimuli were detetable, those dierenes were small.
From the pereption test results, one an draw a few onlusions. First of all, the
opy synthesized Tone 2 ame very lose to the original version. This supports the
fat that the Klatt formant synthesizer an indeed do an exellent job in synthesizing
natural-sounding utteranes. Also, by varying dierent parameters in the synthesized
versions, on average, a dierene an indeed be deteted by the listeners, and TL
seemed to be the most eetive parameter for this partiular speaker. However, with
the exeption of Tone 3, the dierene among the dierent stimuli seems to be small.
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Figure 4-17: Average sore of naturalness for in-ontext Ba, Tone 1
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Figure 4-18: Average sore of naturalness for in-ontext Ba, Tone 2
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Figure 4-19: Average sore of naturalness for in-ontext Ba, Tone 3
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Figure 4-20: Average sore of naturalness for in-ontext Ba, Tone 4
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Figure 4-21: Sore of naturalness by one listener, for in-ontext Ba, Tone 1
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Figure 4-22: Sore of naturalness by one listener, for in-ontext Ba, Tone 2
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Figure 4-23: Sore of naturalness by one listener, for in-ontext Ba, Tone 3
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Figure 4-24: Sore of naturalness by one listener, for in-ontext Ba, Tone 4
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4.6 A Re-examination
After examining the pereption test result, lose attention was paid to the spetro-
grams of the synthesized versions of Tone 1 and Tone 4. During the synthesis proess,
F0's shorter duration was used to shorten the synthesized Tone 1 and 4 when they
were hanged from Ba2-s The original attempt was not to hange any of the formant
frequenies so a onstant voal trat transfer funtion an be kept. Comparing the
resultant spetrograms of Tone 1 and 4 with their originals however, it seems that
using F0 was not the best shortening method. If one ompares Figure 4-3 with Fig-
ure 4-4 for example, one sees that the formant transitions whih are made near the
end of the original version no longer exist in the synthesized one. This transition is
made due to o-artiulation eet of the next voied onsonant \zh" and ould be
one of the reasons for the synthesized versions to be pereived as less natural during
the test. Similar arguments go to the lengthening of Tone 3. Instead of extending
F0, whih aused the formant transition to appear in the middle of the utterane, a
better synthesis would have been to insert segments of F0 in the middle, so that the
transition would still be at the end.
Another issue that is related to the formant transition is the observation of the
inrease-in-tilt and bandwidth end eet. Co-artiulation eet auses the formants
to shift and inrease in amplitude. This in turn auses the higher formant amplitude
to derease (due to the staking eets of the formants [6℄), thus inreasing the tilt at
the end of the utteranes. The tilt end eet thus might be a result of the following
onsonant, rather than a harateristi of the tone itself. However, Figure 3-12 shows
that Tone 4's inrease in tilt is muh greater than that of the other tones, and assuming
that the next onsonant would have the same eet on all tones, this dierene must
originate from the tone itself. More areful studies are needed to investigate this
issue.
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Chapter 5
Conlusion and Comments
Results of the aousti analysis indiate that speakers indeed hange ertain glottal
waveform harateristis for dierent tones. Amplitude is shown to inrease approx-
imately with F0, whih agrees with previous studies [8℄. Duration is also dierent
among the four tones. In ontext, Tone 3 has the longest duration, followed by Tone 2,
and Tone 1 and 4 are the shortest. Charateristis suh as abruptness and omplete-
ness of glottal losure, whih are inferred from spetrum measurements, are dierent
for the four tones. However, the pattern of hange diers among speakers, with the
exeption of an inrease in tilt and bandwidth towards the end of the utteranes. This
ould imply that if one were to synthesize a partiular speaker, adding his/her spei
glottal waveform patterns to the dierent tones might enhane their naturalness.
The pereption test result shows that the Klatt synthesizer does a very good job
in opy-synthesis with the adjustments of a few parameters suh as F0, the formant
frequenies and bandwidths. Results also show that while the listeners an detet
a dierene between the original version and the synthesized ones, the dierene is
small when averaged aross speakers.
A small ommon end eet was observed for all tones. The tilt seems to inrease
by 5-10 dB and the dierene between the rst harmoni and the rst formant peak,
whih also orrelates to tilt [2℄ seems to inrease by 10-15 dB. The pereption test
shows similar eet, where the synthesized versions with an inrease in tilt near the
end were rated as more natural. However, as mentioned in Setion 4.6, this end eet
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ould have been aused by the formant transition going into the next syllable. One
need to do more extensive researh on ends of syllables and see if this tilt eet exist
for all of them.
The lengthening and shortening method used in the synthesis proess also need
to be improved. F0 should not just be appended or ut o to adjust the duration
of the utterane. This would result in an inorret formant transition, espeially for
in-ontext syllables. More areful synthesis should be done for future work, and more
synthesis of dierent speakers are needed. Future work for pereption test ould also
give listeners pairs of utteranes, ontaining one original and one synthesized version.
Having them ompare the two and deide on their naturalness ould provide better
ontrol for the test and lead to more informative results.
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Appendix A
Figures for in-ontext \Ba"
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Figure A-1: Max(A1,A2) vs. F0, for male speaker 1 (M1)
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Figure A-2: Max(A1,A2) vs. F0, for male speaker 2 (M2)
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Figure A-3: Max(A1,A2) vs. F0, for female speaker 1 (F1)
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Figure A-4: Max(A1,A2) vs. F0, for female speaker 2 (F2)
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Figure A-5: H1-H2 vs. F0, for male speaker 1 (M1)
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Figure A-6: H1-H2 vs. F0, for male speaker 2 (M2)
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Figure A-7: H1-H2 vs. F0, for female speaker 1 (F1)
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Figure A-8: H1-H2 vs. F0, for female speaker 2 (F2)
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Figure A-9: H1-A3 vs. F0, for male speaker 1 (M1)
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Figure A-10: H1-A3 vs. F0, for male speaker 2 (M2)
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Figure A-11: H1-A3 vs. F0, for female speaker 1 (F1)
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Figure A-12: H1-A3 vs. F0, for female speaker 2 (F2)
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Figure A-13: H1-Min(A1,A2) vs. F0, for male speaker 1 (M1)
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Figure A-14: H1-Min(A1,A2) vs. F0, for male speaker 2 (M2)
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Figure A-15: H1-Min(A1,A2) vs. F0, for female speaker 1 (F1)
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Figure A-16: H1-Min(A1,A2) vs. F0, for female speaker 2 (F2)
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Figure A-17: Max(A1,A2) vs. Normalized F0, Averaged over 4 speakers
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Figure A-18: H1-H2 vs. Normalized F0, Averaged over 4 Speakers
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Figure A-19: H1-A3 vs. Normalized F0, Averaged over 4 speakers
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Figure A-20: H1-Min(A1,A2) vs. Normalized F0, Averaged over 4 speakers
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Appendix B
Figures for isolated \Ba"
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Figure B-1: Max(A1,A2) vs. F0, for male speaker 1 (M1), Isolated
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Figure B-2: Max(A1,A2) vs. F0, for male speaker 2 (M2), Isolated
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Figure B-3: Max(A1,A2) vs. F0, for female speaker 1 (F1), Isolated
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Figure B-4: Max(A1,A2) vs. F0, for female speaker 2 (F2), Isolated
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Figure B-5: H1-H2 vs. F0, for male speaker 1 (M1), Isolated
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Figure B-6: H1-H2 vs. F0, for male speaker 2 (M2), Isolated
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Figure B-7: H1-H2 vs. F0, for female speaker 1 (F1), Isolated
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Figure B-8: H1-H2 vs. F0, for female speaker 2 (F2), Isolated
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Figure B-9: H1-A3 vs. F0, for male speaker 1 (M1), Isolated
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Figure B-10: H1-A3 vs. F0, for male speaker 2 (M2), Isolated
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Figure B-11: H1-A3 vs. F0, for female speaker 1 (F1), Isolated
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Figure B-12: H1-A3 vs. F0, for female speaker 2 (F2), Isolated
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Figure B-13: H1-Min(A1,A2) vs. F0, for male speaker 1 (M1), Isolated
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Figure B-14: H1-Min(A1,A2) vs. F0, for male speaker 2 (M2), Isolated
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Figure B-15: H1-Min(A1,A2) vs. F0, for female speaker 1 (F1), Isolated
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Figure B-16: H1-Min(A1,A2) vs. F0, for female speaker 2 (F2), Isolated
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Figure B-17: Max(A1,A2) vs. Normalized F0, Averaged over 4 speakers, Isolated
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Figure B-18: H1-H2 vs. Normalized F0, Averaged over 4 speakers, Isolated
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Figure B-19: H1-A3 vs. Normalized F0, Averaged over 4 speakers, Isolated
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Figure B-20: H1-Min(A1,A2) vs. Normalized F0, Averaged over 4 speakers, Isolated
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